RefSeq refinements of UniGene-based gene matching improve the correlation of expression measurements between two microarray platforms.
Matching genes across microarray platforms is a critical step in meta-analysis. Standard practice uses UniGene to match genes. Numerous studies have found poor correlations between platforms when using UniGene matching. We profiled samples from 33 breast cancer patients on two different microarray platforms (Affymetrix and cDNA) and investigated gene matching. Our results confirmed that UniGene-based matching led to poor correlations of gene expression between platforms. Using RefSeq, a database maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), we developed and implemented a new method to refine gene matching. We found that the correlations between gene expression measurements were substantially higher after the RefSeq matching. Our approach differs from previously reported sequence-matching approaches and retains useful expression measurements. It is a sensible approach for matching probes across platforms. We conclude that UniGene alone is insufficient to match genes across platforms. Refined matching based on RefSeq significantly improves the quality of matches.